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SOME NEW IDEAS ABOUT SPRAY-
ING.

Six days is the average length or
time required for the egg of the cod-
lin moth to hatch, varying a little
owing to weather conditions. The
larva matures in fifteen days, not
varying more than two days either
way from this time. The larva spins

its cocoon and changes to a crysalils
in seven days and in seven days more
the moth emerges, making an ave-
rage ot thirty-five days from egg de-
posit to moth. This, however, is
only true of that portion of the larvae
that nature intended for the reproduc-
tion of broods for that season. About
one-tenth of each brood of larvae, as
near as 1 can estimate, remain in that

condition until next season. I have
known larvae that came out the first

of July to hatch again and come out
as moths the middle of the following

May.
One brood continues to succeed an-

other so long as the season permits.
The broods vary in number from three
to live, owing to the length of the sea-
son, instead of being but two, as has
often been said. The warmer the
climate the greater the number of the

broods. This is proven by the fact

that we seldom find more
than one worm in an apple
at the same time, occasionally two

but very rarely three, though often
we see from one to five worm holes in

an apple. The codlin moth deposits
its egg on the leaves and limbs of

the tree, on the fruit at the stem, on
the side, on the calyx—wherever it
happens to rest at the time. Where
the egg is deposited, there the larva

enters the fruit. The larvae from the
eggs that are not deposited on the
fruit seldom if ever find their way

to it. The latter fact undoubtedly ac-
counts in part for the small increase

of moths when compared to the num-
ber of eggs each moth is capable of
producing, which is about eighty.

The theory that the natural instinct

of the larvae of the codlin moth is to
seek the calyx should now be discard-

ed with the other antiquated theory

of the moth depositing its eggs exclu-
sively on the calyx. The reason that

a majority of the larvae enter
through the calyx is that it protects

the egg and young larvae from their
natural enemies, while only about one-
third of the larvae from eggs deposit-
ed on the surface survive to penetrate
it. The reason for the existence of

so few codlin moths in the spring are
two: First—a great many die, others
are destroyed by their natural ene-
mies; second —the moths do not ap-
pear at the same time but keep com-
ing for a month or more after the first

have made their appearance. We are
told to spray as soon as the blossoms
drop and before the codlin turns
downward; a second application
should be made sixteen days after
the first, and when required, a third
and even a fourth application for late
varieties at three-week periods.

From my experience these instruc-
tions are of little use. There is no
provision made for destroying the
larvae that enter the fruit by other

than the calyx. Three quarters of

all the destruction caused by the cod-
lin moth is done after the fruit is
half grown. The fruit infested with

larvae before it is that near grown

almost invariably drops off premature-
ly and never reaches the market bas-
ket. Even were it not for the dissi-
pating effect of the elements on the
•pray deposited on the fruit, the
growth »lone would so widen the
spaces between the particles of poison
by th« time the moth had begun Its

work that the chances for killing the
larvae would be exceedingly small.
Following these directions the last
application would be made at the time
the work should begin in good earnest
which should be kept up at intervals
of about fourteen days until the fruit
is harvested. —Field and Farm.

MATHEMATICS OF THE HONEY
COMB.

"One of the strangest things about

us human beings is that we cannot

seem to get it into our heads that

the truth is more delightful than any

kind of a story that we can make up.

Here is the bee making six-sided hon-
ey-cells, each one bottomed with three
diamondshaped facets. To fill a space

with boxes that would fit together
snugly the boxes would have to be
triangles, squares or hexagons. Of

these the hexagon contains the most
in proportion to the material used in

making the box.
"The Romanticists and Realists

(for there are Romanticists and Real-

ists in science, as in everything else)

are half a mind that the bees figured
all this out themselves by their own
wisdom, and half a mind that they

have no sense at all, but are pretty

little automata wound up and set a-
going at an angle of sixty degrees.

"Ifyou will sit tight now and hold

fast I will try to show you how far

advanced they would have to be in

plane and solid geometry to lay off

one of those three diamond-shaped

facets t'iat close the end of the six-

sided cell. If we are going to be
mathematical we might as well be
hanged for an old sheep as killed for

a young lamb, so we will call the
diamond-shaped facet a rhomb, an
equilateral parallelogram, having ob-
lique angles. Now, assuming that the
comb equals its ideal form, to close
up a cell each of the three rhombs
must have its wide angle—l beg your

pardon, obtuse I should have said —
must have its obtuse angle of such

size that half of it has for its tangent

the square root of 2. That quite clear
to you? Some day. when you are
not otherwise employed, you may
spend a pleasant afternoon extracting

the square root of 2.
"I will put it another way. The

diagonals of each rhomb must be to
each other as the side and the di-
agonal of a square. One can imag-

ine the first bee that landed cipher-

ing out this problem on the black-
board, thumbling over its book of
logarithms till it finally set down:
'Tan. square root of 2 equals 54 deg.

44 mm. 8 sec.;' multupily that by 2
to get the whole obtuse angle, 109
deg. 28 mm. 1(5 sec; subtracting that
from 180 deg. to get the acute angle,

which is 70 deg. 31 mm. 44 sec, and
then dusting the chalk off its clothes
with a happy sigh and hunting up the
scissors to cut out a pattern to fit a
hexagon whose diameter is one-fifth
of an inch.

"But wait. There's more. Maraldi
measured the angles of these rhombs
and then gave the problems to Koen-
ig to solve. Koenig's calculations for
the pyramid that would most econo-
mically end a hexagonal prism dif-
ered from MaraldJ's measurements
by 2 minutes of a degree. Worried
about it, he worked until he found
a printer's error in his table of logar-
ithms that had led him astray by
just so much. Whereupon Lord
Brougham threw up his hands and
clucked his astonishment that the
hive bee should have solved a most
recondite mathematical problem so
absolutely that it corrected a stand-
ard book of reference. And how won-
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derful the bee is. and what a lesson
this snould Up to us, and so on and

so on.
"What nonsense! An error of 2

minutes in a degree! Maraldi was
the one that made it, of course, for
that means a divergence so small that
two lines forming this angle would
travel 144 feet before separating one
inch. Listen. The wax in a comb is

as thin as the bees working in it

can scrape it without making holes
in it. Blow a soap bubble. As it
floats in the air «c is a globe which
has the greatest possible content in
proportion to its envelope. Put it on
a plate, and if it doesn't burst the

bottom is flat. Surrround it with six

other bubbles. The equal tension of
the meeting films will make the cen-
tral bubble a hexagon, just as the
equal tension of the thin wax with
the bees working in it and presssing
against each other makes it a hex-
agon. Oh, the marvelous geometry of
the honey-bee! Oh, the profound
mathematics of soapsuds!

"If Lord Brougham had only used
his eyes he would have seen that the
outer cellls of the honeycomb are cyl-
indrical just as the outer bubbles
of a mass of froth are globular. Be-
sides, worker-cells and drone cells

are not of the same diameter, to say
nothing of the pear-shaped queen cells,
so a comb couldn't be mathematically

exact. Almost every cell in a honey-

comb is out of a true hexagon by at
least three or four degreees. False-
hood, willful or careless, always de-
grades that which it is intended to
exalt. The bee is something vastly

more worshipful than an automaton
that goes on mechanically making

hexagons world withont end. It is a
living organism whose tiniest cell
is all instinct with Mind, Mind that
differs in degree only from that of the
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Studebaker wagons went to the
far west ahead of the railroads.
They have been busy there ever
since. Studebaker wagons are
built and adapted to stand the dry
climate. For fifty years they have
done a large share of the work of
this country. They are doing
more than ever to-day. It is be-
cause Studebaker wagons are
made right. The people want
them. They keep step with the
times the best at all times.
They serve the best, last the long-
est, cost less in the longrun. The Stude-
baker 20th Century Wagon is now on. It
is the climax in wagons of this age.

Studebakers also make a full line ofall
kinds of vehicles, harness, etc. They con-
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